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November 2020 
Critical Update/Needs 

We are at a critical shortage of state assessors (now known as Referee Coaches).  National has completely 

revamped the training program and have taken nearly four years to finalize it.  The hope is that we will host a 

training session in the late Fall 2021. 

We will need assistance from NYSWYSA for U16/19 in supplying players/teams.  We will need to secure a 

playing field/venue; preferably indoor.  Here are the requirements we received from the US Soccer Referee 

Department for a Referee Coach Course: 

1) Minimum one full size playing field, although two are preferred to get participants through the evaluation 
of match officials performance exercise. 

2) minimum of four teams for 11 v 11 mini soccer games; rotating throughout the day 
3) Six to twelve referees depending on the number of fields. 
4) Athletic trainers for the duration. 
5) Ability to have games videotaped. 

The assistance is not primarily money or any funding.  If costs are crazy, we will revisit the need vs. the cost 

impact.  What is needed are the above five items. 

Here is the plan on going with the above recommendations (numbers correspond to above): 

1) We may be stuck with one field if we use an indoor facility.  My guess is that we will not be able to 
conduct the training until mid-November 2021 (Tentative November 20, 2021) or Spring 2022 
(Tentative March 19, 2022). 

2) I would believe that the matches would be 30-minute periods of three (total of 90 minutes) – these are 
primarily for the SRC, but teams of course can use for practice or tryouts.  Need verification 

3) Referee count is a fluid number.  The numbers that matter are the Referee Coach candidates.  We are 
looking at having at least sixteen Referee Coach candidates.  If WNY is too low with this number, we 
will expand to neighboring states and then the Region; others interested from outside Region will be 
case-by-case (beggars will not be choosers either). 

4) Seek out an Athletic Trainer – cost shared between organizations. 
5) The SRC will look at video recordings, but any assistance here would be greatly appreciated. 

Laws of the Game Changes 

1. There are significant changes in the LOTG which occurred for the 2020 season.  Given the limited 

games played in 2020 and further LOTG expansion for 2021 will make the upcoming season difficult 

for players and fans to understand the game. 

2. Changes are vast and will impact players, coaches, and fans. 

3. Changes will impact tactics/strategy of play. 

4. The SRC strongly urges clubs and leagues to reach out to the SRC for assistance in advising, 

training, informing their teams about these changes 

a. There is no cost to the organization 

b. SRC requests that the organization make arrangements for setting up a venue (meeting space) 

and communication out to its coaches and administrators 

c. The SRC will provide presentation materials (e.g. PC and projector) and qualified instructors. 

It is imperative the clubs and leagues understand these changes!  This cannot be emphasized enough!  
The changes are the most extreme in generations! 



Registration 

1. The 2020 registration were considerably low given the pandemic. 

2. US Soccer Referee Department offered and the SRC accepted the offer of automatically granting 

2021 registration approval to anyone who was approved in 2020 for no additional cost.  

Recertification requirements for 2021 are still required. 

3. In an effort to ensure adequate number of certified referee for 2021 season; the SRC will conduct 

virtual training as securing in-person space is proving to be nearly impossible. 

4. Entry courses are on hold until Spring as national has not proved guidance on how to meet the 

new/current course requirements during this pandemic. 

5. Reminder:  Traditional referee grades have been eliminated.  The entry course is completely 

revamped and at least 50% is now online.  The written test for referees as a requirement for 

registration has been reinstated for the 2021 registration year. 

a. State Referee = Regional Referee (Grade 5 and 6 eliminated) 

b. Referee Grades 7 to 9 eliminated and combined into “Grassroots Referee” 

i. WNYSRA, as with numerous other SRCs, have created an Advanced Grassroots level 

to assist referees in their progression and advancement. 

ii. The Advanced Grassroots designation is strictly an assignment designation. 

Respectfully submitted, 
Michael Tata 
State Referee Administrator 


